Background: Detecting recent and rapid spread of HIV can help prioritize prevention and early treatment for those at highest risk of transmission. HIV genetic sequence data can identify transmission clusters, but previous approaches have not distinguished clusters of recent, rapid transmission. We assessed an analytic approach to identify such clusters in the United States.
BACKGROUND
Interventions that prevent transmission of HIV, including pre-exposure prophylaxis, HIV testing, and antiretroviral treatment, have resulted in reduced HIV incidence in recent years. 1 However, in the United States, nearly 40,000 people received diagnoses of HIV infection in 2016, 2 and more than 1 million persons are at substantial risk for acquiring HIV. 3 Although 1.1 million people in the United States are living with HIV infection, 14.5% of whom have undiagnosed infection; 4 most HIV-infected persons do not transmit HIV to others. Previous estimates of national transmission rates are approximately 4 transmissions per 100 HIV-infected person-years. 5 With a small number of infected persons involved in transmission, detecting clusters with rapid HIV transmission is critical for focusing efforts on populations in need of the most intensive prevention interventions, where the opportunity for impact in averting onward transmission is greatest.
HIV case surveillance data can identify patterns in diagnosis rates, but, particularly, in high burden areas, growing clusters of recent, rapid transmission may not be identifiable amidst large numbers of cases. Partner services staff interview persons with HIV to collect information about their partners, providing information about the extent of sexual and injection networks. However, not all index cases are interviewed, many partners are not named or located, 6 and named partners may not represent transmission partners. 7, 8 However, analysis of HIV-1 genetic sequence data can identify transmission clusters, enabling high-impact prevention efforts for social networks at high risk of HIV infection. 9 HIV genetic sequence data are increasingly available in the United States. Drug resistance testing is recommended for all HIV-infected persons immediately after diagnosis and generates HIV-1 polymerase (pol) nucleotide sequence data. 10 Analysis of these data can identify persons infected with genetically similar HIV variants, provide information about transmission relationships, [11] [12] [13] [14] and identify growing clusters that represent active transmission, [15] [16] [17] allowing public health officials to focus prevention interventions based on these findings. 9, 18, 19 The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has recently expanded efforts to use HIV sequence data to identify growing transmission clusters for the purpose of investigation and response. 19 Transmission network analysis can generate thousands of clusters, 11 not all of which are of equal public health importance. Some clusters reflect transmission that occurred many years in the past, presenting limited opportunities to prevent future cases. By contrast, identifying clusters of recent, rapid transmission offers the opportunity to interrupt ongoing spread. Prioritizing clusters of highest public health concern is important, particularly given finite resources for HIV prevention.
Many studies using transmission network analysis of HIV-1 pol sequences have included sequences from persons with diagnoses many years in the past. However, as the availability of sequence data in the United States becomes more complete for longer periods, it is likely that clusters will continue to grow larger, which may complicate the ability to distinguish clusters with recent and rapid transmission. Moreover, many studies have used a genetic distance threshold of 1.5% (ie, 0.015 nucleotide substitutions/site) to identify potential HIV-1 transmission links. 9, 11, 13, 14 A natural breakpoint has been observed at this genetic distance for named sexual and injection partners. 8 However, this threshold may be too permissive, detecting transmission events that occurred many years ago, for which options for public health action are limited. Sequence analysis from an Indiana HIV outbreak demonstrated benefit of a lower genetic distance threshold in an outbreak setting to distinguish recent transmission. 20 We assessed whether limiting analysis to recent diagnoses and applying a more conservative distance threshold increased specificity for clusters of recent and rapid transmission. We used phylogenetic methods to infer the time to most recent common ancestor (tMRCA) for clusters and transmission rates, then described the characteristics of persons in clusters determined to represent recent and rapid transmission.
METHODS

Data Source and Data Protections
Molecular HIV surveillance is an integrated component of the National HIV Surveillance System. During 2013-2017, 27 surveillance jurisdictions ( Fig. 1 ) collected sequences from routinely performed genotypic resistance tests conducted at commercial, private, and public health laboratories (without regard to year of diagnosis) and reported those sequences to CDC along with demographic, geographic, risk, and clinical data collected by HIV surveillance. Deduplication of records for persons reported by more than one jurisdiction is a standard part of surveillance procedures. Twenty-four jurisdictions were funded for sequence collection through a variety of projects during part or all of 2001-2013. HIV surveillance data reported to CDC do not contain name or other personal identifiers and are protected by an assurance of confidentiality; products of analyses are secured with limited access. All data were collected as part of routine HIV surveillance, and ethical review or approval for this study was waived as this work was conducted for public health purposes.
Data Analysis
We analyzed data reported through December 2015. We included partial pol (protease and reverse transcriptase) sequences that were $500 nucleotides in length and removed sequences identified as potential contaminants. 11, 12 If a person had multiple sequences, we selected the earliest; if 2 sequences had the same specimen collection date, we selected the longest.
Sequences were analyzed using a local installation of HIV-TRACE (HIV TRAnsmission Cluster Engine, www. hivtrace.org) following the protocol previously described. 11, 12, 21 Briefly, we aligned all sequences to a reference HIV-1 pol sequence (HXB2 positions 2253-3659) and calculated the TN93 pairwise distance for each pair of sequences that had a minimum overlap of 500 nucleotides using an ambiguity fraction of 1.5%. 21 We did not remove codons associated with antiretroviral drug resistance, given previous analyses showing that doing so did not affect results. 11, 13 After identifying all clusters (defined as connected network components) at a distance threshold of 1.5%, we selected clusters that included at least 5 persons with HIV infection diagnosed in 2015 (the most recent year), suggesting rapid transmission ( Fig. 2A) . We then used the same sequence data set to identify clusters at a threshold of 0.5% that included at least 5 persons with HIV infection diagnosed in 2015. Analyses at each threshold were conducted using (1) all sequences regardless of diagnosis date and (2) sequences for persons with HIV diagnosed during the last 3 years of the analysis period (2013-2015, ie, recent diagnoses), resulting in a total of 4 analytic approaches.
For each of the 4 approaches, we described the number and size of clusters and the number of persons determined to have recent infection at diagnosis through the use of a crosssectional incidence assay, either Bio-Rad Avidity (for 2014 and 2015 diagnoses; mean duration of recent infection: 239.6 days) or BED (for earlier diagnoses; mean duration of recent infection: 198.4 days). 22 To estimate the tMRCA and ages of internal nodes (used as proxies for ages of the clusters and of transmission events within each cluster, respectively), we conducted Bayesian molecular clock phylogenetic inference using BEAST v.1.8.2, 23,24 excluding sequences without known sampling dates. Because of the small size and limited temporal variability in the clusters identified using the 0.5% threshold, we were unable to independently infer a substitution rate for each cluster. Therefore, we estimated an HIV-1 pol sequence median substitution rate of 1.2201 · 10 23 substitutions/site/year from 33 clusters characterized in a previous analysis. 25 This median substitution rate was used as a fixed narrow prior (normal distribution with a SD = 10 26 ) on the substitution rate for all subsequent BEAST analyses. For each cluster, 2 independent BEAST runs were performed under a TN93 substitution model, a strict molecular clock, and Bayesian skyline prior for 10 million generations. Log files from both BEAST runs were combined in LogCombiner (discarding the first million generations as burn-in) and assessed for convergence using TRACER (estimated sample size .200 for all parameters). Longer BEAST runs were needed for convergence for certain clusters because of their size. Using the maximum clade credibility tree, we extracted the median age of each node (Fig. 2B ), which represents a maximum estimate of the time between the inferred transmission event and December 2015 (the data set date), and calculated the median and range of node ages across clusters for each of the 4 approaches. Sequence evolution occurring after a branching point may represent diversification not only in the potential transmitter and the potential recipient after the time of transmission, but also diversification occurring in the potential transmitter before the transmission event. In addition, 95% highest posterior densities were calculated for the tMRCAs of the clusters identified at the 0.5% genetic threshold using recent diagnoses.
To understand the rapidity of transmission in clusters identified using these approaches in comparison with previously published national transmission rates, 5 we developed a novel method to calculate HIV transmission rates or the number of transmissions per 100 HIV-infected persons per year. Transmission rate was estimated as the number of transmission events in the cluster (calculated as the number of persons in the cluster minus 1) divided by the total HIV-infected person-time in the cluster [ie, the time between the inferred date of infection for each person in the cluster and the end of the period of observation (the data set date of December 2015), during which these persons could have contributed toward transmission events]. For each cluster, the total HIV-infected persontime was calculated as the sum of all node ages inferred from the molecular clock analysis (estimating the time between infection and December 2015 for all but the original person in the cluster) plus the longest node age (to account for the HIV-infected person-time of the original person in the cluster) (Fig. 2B) .
After identifying which of the 4 approaches was most specific for distinguishing recent and rapid transmission, we conducted a bivariate analysis to understand the demographic, risk, geographic, and clinical characteristics of persons in these clusters, compared with all other persons with sequences included in this analysis. We accounted for correlations between persons in the same transmission cluster by the RaoScott correction to the Pearson x 2 test in SAS; significance was determined at P , 0.05. We defined mutations associated with drug resistance according to the CDC-transmitted drug resistance-associated mutation list. 26 Finally, we explored the effects of changing the threshold for the number of diagnoses in the past 12 months, comparing characteristics of clusters identified using thresholds of 5, 4, or 3 diagnoses in the past 12 months.
Clusters Identified in 4 Approaches
When limited to recent diagnoses (those occurring during 2013-2015), at a distance threshold of 1.5%, 12,661 (41.8%) of 30,323 sequences linked to at least one other sequence. These 12,661 sequences formed 3413 clusters (size 2-49 persons), of which 73 contained at least 5 diagnoses occurring during 2015. When including diagnoses before 2013, at a distance threshold of 1.5%, 103 clusters contained at least 5 diagnoses occurring during 2015.
A subset of the clusters identified at a distance threshold of 1.5% was also identified at a reduced threshold of 0.5%. When limited to recent diagnoses, 5509 (18.2%) of 30,323 sequences linked to at least one other sequence at a distance threshold of 0.5%. These 5509 sequences formed 1923 clusters (size 2-22 persons), of which 13 clusters contained at least 5 diagnoses occurring during 2015. When including diagnoses before 2013, at a distance threshold of 0.5%, 15 clusters contained at least 5 diagnoses occurring during 2015.
Comparison of Results From 4 Approaches
Clusters identified at the 0.5% threshold included fewer people (196 using recent diagnoses and 289 using all diagnoses vs. 1351 at 1.5% threshold using recent diagnoses and 4680 at 1.5% threshold using all diagnoses), of whom a higher percentage had recent infection at diagnosis per a cross-sectional incidence assay (63% using recent diagnoses and 66% using all diagnoses vs. 42% at 1.5% threshold using recent diagnoses and 37% at 1.5% threshold using all diagnoses), suggesting infection on average in approximately the past 6-8 months (Table 1) .
Molecular clock analysis determined that the 13 clusters identified at the 0.5% threshold using recent diagnoses had been diversifying for a median of 4.7 years, compared with 6.5 years for clusters identified at 0.5% using all diagnoses, 9.4 years for clusters identified at 1.5% using recent diagnoses, and 13.2 years for clusters identified at 1.5% using all diagnoses (Table 1) . Cluster-specific estimates of the median and 95% highest posterior density tMRCA for each of the 13 clusters identified at the 0.5% threshold using recent diagnoses are reported in Table 1 , Supplemental Digital Content http://links.lww.com/QAI/B216. The percentage of nodes with a median age less than 2 years was 36% for the 13 Clusters had at least 5 diagnoses in the past 12 months. *Excludes persons for whom recency of infection could not be determined (denominator = 83 for 0.5% threshold with 3 years of diagnoses; 145 for 0.5% threshold with all years of diagnoses; 674 for 1.5% threshold with 3 years of diagnoses; 2672 for 1.5% threshold with all years of diagnoses). Recent infection determined through the use of cross-sectional incidence assay, either BED (for 2013 diagnoses; mean duration of recent infection = 198.4 days) or Bio-Rad Avidity (for 2014 and 2015 diagnoses; mean duration of recent infection = 239.6 days).
†Excludes persons with a missing sample collection date, which is needed for molecular clock phylogenetic analysis. (4) clusters identified at the 0.5% threshold using recent diagnoses, compared with 27% for clusters identified at 0.5% using all diagnoses and 10% and 5% for clusters identified at 1.5% using recent diagnoses and all diagnoses, respectively. Using inferred times of transmission events, the overall transmission rate for the 13 clusters identified at the 0.5% threshold using recent diagnoses was 33 transmissions per 100 person-years. For clusters identified at 0.5% using all diagnoses, the transmission rate was 28 transmissions per 100 person-years. For clusters identified at 1.5% using recent diagnoses and all diagnoses, the transmission rate was 18 and 14 transmission per 100 person-years, respectively.
Epidemiologic Characteristics of Recent, Rapid Transmission Clusters
The 13 clusters identified at a 0.5% distance threshold (depicted in Figure 1 , Supplemental Digital Content, http:// links.lww.com/QAI/B216) using recent diagnoses had significantly higher percentages of men who have sex with men (MSM) than other persons with recent diagnoses with sequences available (94% vs. 62%, P , 0.0001, Table 2 ) and higher percentages of persons aged younger than 30 years (68% vs. 41%, P , 0.0001) and Hispanics/Latinos (49% vs. 28%, P , 0.0001). MSM aged younger than 30 years were more prevalent in these 13 clusters, with 124 (63%) of cluster members compared with 9390 (31%) of others with recent diagnoses in the data set (P , 0.0001); young Hispanic/ Latino MSM were particularly prevalent at 63 (32%) persons in the 13 clusters, compared with 2856 (9%) others in the data set (P , 0.0001). These 13 clusters had a smaller proportion of persons residing in metropolitan areas with populations of 50,000-499,999 (4% vs. 11%, P = 0.0002) and a larger proportion with antiretroviral drug resistance (43% vs. 20%, P = 0.006). When clusters were grouped by primary state (defined by residence at diagnosis for .50% of persons in the cluster), the 13 clusters were located in 7 different states in 3 US census regions (Northeast, South, and West); in one cluster, no single state had .50% of persons. Of the 13 clusters, 10 included persons from more than one state. Six clusters had at least one sequence with identified drug resistance mutations. For 5 clusters, .90% of the sequences in the cluster contained the same major drug resistanceassociated mutations (K103N for 2 clusters, K103S for 1 cluster, M46L for 1 cluster, and both Y181C and V75I for 1 cluster).
Effect of Changing the Threshold for Number of Diagnoses in the Past 12 Months
Analysis using a 0.5% genetic distance threshold and recent diagnoses showed that indicators of recent and rapid transmission were similar whether a threshold of 5, 4, or 3 diagnoses in the past 12 months was applied (Table 3) . Reducing the threshold to 4 or 3 diagnoses increased the number of clusters identified (from 13 to 27 or 80, respectively) and reduced the median size (from 16 to 12 or 5, respectively), but preserved the percentage with recent infection (56%-63%), the percentage of nodes with age younger than 2 years (32%-36%), and the transmission rate (31-33 per 100 person-years).
DISCUSSION
Given limited public health resources, it may not be possible to rigorously investigate and intervene in all HIV transmission clusters. We found that transmission network Nine clusters did not achieve convergence in molecular clock analysis because of small sample size and a substantial number of diagnoses occurring in the most recent year. Sensitivity analyses excluding these clusters did not result in substantial changes to the cluster characteristics presented in the table.
*Excludes persons for whom recency of infection could not be determined (denominator = 83 for clusters with $5 diagnoses in past 12 months; denominator = 141 for clusters with $4 diagnoses in past 12 months; and denominator = 259 for clusters with $3 diagnoses in past 12 months). Recent infection determined through the use of cross-sectional incidence assay, either BED (for 2013 diagnoses; mean duration of recent infection = 198.4 days) or Bio-Rad Avidity (for 2014 and 2015 diagnoses; mean duration of recent infection = 239.6 days).
†Excludes persons with a missing sample collection date, which is needed for molecular clock phylogenetic analysis.
analysis using a genetic distance threshold of 0.5% identified a small number of clusters indicative of recent and rapid transmission, as evidenced by high transmission rates and recent node ages. In addition, limiting analysis to recent diagnoses focuses on portions of these clusters experiencing rapid transmission. This method can be applied to large data sets in routine analysis and can be easily communicated to a variety of public health, professional, and community stakeholders.
Detection of a cluster serves as a flag that can prompt investigation to identify other HIV-infected and uninfected persons connected to the cluster who could benefit from HIV prevention interventions. This is important because molecular analyses can identify clusters only among persons with diagnosed HIV infection for whom sequence data have been reported. Persons with undiagnosed HIV infection, or those with diagnosed infection but without a sequence available for analysis (because drug resistance testing was not performed or sequence data were not reported to the health department), will not be identified through molecular analyses but can contribute to ongoing transmission. In addition, although our use of a tight genetic distance threshold increases the specificity of cluster detection for recent transmission events, persons with long delays between infection and diagnosis might not be recognized as part of a cluster through these analyses, as delays could allow for viral evolution beyond 0.5% from others in the cluster. Consequently, public health action must not be limited to persons identified through sequence analysis.
Clusters identified at the 0.5% threshold likely reflect the leading edge of HIV transmission and result in a disproportionate number of new infections, as evidenced by a transmission rate more than 8 times that of national estimates. 5 Persons in these clusters were disproportionately young MSM, consistent with other assessments of the forefront of HIV infection in the United States. 27 Young Hispanic/Latino MSM were particularly represented in these clusters, highlighting the extent of rapid transmission in this group and the importance of ensuring that this population receives needed prevention and care services.
These rapidly growing, recent clusters were identified in regions across the United States, and most included persons from more than one state, highlighting the importance of conducting these analyses at a national level. Analysis at the local level is also essential, however, because data are available in closer to real time, and analyses can be tailored to reflect local priorities. Moreover, this analysis demonstrated that reducing the number of diagnoses required to define a priority cluster to 4 or 3 can identify additional clusters with similarly high transmission rates, which may be desirable in areas that do not have priority clusters using the higher threshold or that have capacity to respond to additional clusters.
Importantly, these rapidly growing clusters were identified in a snapshot in time. Routine analysis conducted prospectively will identify additional clusters that meet these priority criteria. For example, clusters among persons who inject drugs and persons with heterosexual risk were not identified in this analysis, but outbreaks can occur within these groups. 28 Expansion of collection of sequence data to the entire United States, which began in January 2018, 29 will ensure our ability to detect such clusters in areas with high vulnerability to injection-associated outbreaks. 30 In addition, groups involved in rapidly growing clusters may differ geographically and over time, and a strength of this approach is that it can help identify the leading edge of transmission at a very local level, to guide the interventions that will be most important to slow or prevent transmission in a given area.
Interventions need to be based on the result of public health investigation, which is critical to identify other HIVinfected persons and those at risk of acquiring HIV infection, reveal characteristics of the cluster facilitating transmission, and select appropriate interventions. To facilitate investigation of the 13 growing clusters identified at the 0.5% genetic distance threshold, CDC offered assistance with cluster assessment and response to these jurisdictions, which have access to a variety of existing data sources to better understand clusters and characterize the entire transmission clusters (including persons without sequence data available). All jurisdictions reviewed partner services interview data and updated surveillance data, and some jurisdictions conducted more extensive investigations. 31 Investigation results can guide tailored prevention efforts to interrupt transmission. People living with HIV who are not in medical care are candidates for re-engagement efforts. 18 Persons with undiagnosed infection who are linked to members of the cluster can be reached through partner services, network-based recruitment and testing strategies, or venue-or community-based testing. 32 Prevention efforts can also evaluate HIV-negative contacts who may be at risk of acquiring HIV for pre-exposure prophylaxis. In addition, community-and cluster-level prevention efforts (eg, expansion of syringe exchange and substance abuse treatment for clusters associated with injection drug use) can be considered based on the circumstances of individual clusters.
This analysis is subject to limitations. Although jurisdictions conducting molecular HIV surveillance reported 70% of US HIV diagnoses in 2015, data are not yet available for the entire United States. Cluster identification depends on completeness and timeliness of sequence data reporting, which can be affected by provider practices of ordering testing and laboratory processing and reporting. 33 Consequently, the 13 clusters identified may not be representative of all recent and rapid transmission in the United States. For example, a 2015 HIV outbreak among persons who inject drugs in Indiana was not detected by this analysis because Indiana did not participate in molecular HIV surveillance. 28 Our findings may also be biased by timeliness of HIV reporting (as some 2015 diagnoses may not have been reported to local jurisdictions by December 2015) and diagnosis (as populations with higher levels of late diagnosis 34 are less likely to be included). It is important to continue to address late diagnoses. Still, our approach focuses on larger clusters and uses more stringent criteria for clustering than those evaluated in some reports, 35 which may improve the specificity for increased transmission. Finally, linkages identified using this approach may represent direct or indirect epidemiologic connections, and our analysis does not identify directionality of transmission.
Our approach identified a small number of recent, rapidly growing transmission clusters. HIV nucleotide sequence data, generated by routine drug resistance testing and integrated into the robust infrastructure of CDC's National HIV Surveillance System, provide a unique opportunity to identify HIV transmission clusters and guide public health action. Routine and timely detection of clusters, with subsequent investigation and intervention to interrupt further transmission, can focus limited public health resources on effective interventions among those at highest risk of new infections.
